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Abstract
Our application is the configuration of telecooperation
systems. The need for new configuration systems in this
area matches well with the advances in the AI domain. We
argue that case-based reasoning is very useful in the
configuration of telecooperation systems and show the
extension of an existing resource-oriented configurator to
reason with cases. Finally we present a general method from
case-based reasoning and resource-oriented configuration.
Thereby special consideration is given to the reuse of cases
which is done by adaptation.

Introduction

Components and Functionalities of telecooperation systems
are evolving rapidly. The need for new configuration
systems in this area matches well with advances in the AI
domain, especially in the configuration area. So in 1994 the
Deutsche Telekom AG has started a project in co-operation
with the GMD to evaluate the need for a knowledge-based
configuration system (B0hm&Uellner1996). In 1995
different apporaches to configuration were evaluated. As
one result the resource-oriented approach was chosen
(Rahmer&Sprenger 1996) and its usefulness was
demonstrated for private customers and very small
companies. In 1996 the domain is extended to middle-sized
companies (Erode et al. 1996). Furthermore the
configuration system has to be enhanced with case-based
reasoning (CBR).

In this paper we suggest to exploit previously configured
telecooperation systems as cases for the configuration of a
new system. Thereby our approach is pragmatic. We first
support manual case retrieval and reuse. After that we
enrich it gradually by automatic methods. We start the
paper with a very short introduction in the domain of
telecooperation systems and motivate why cases are useful
in this domain. Then we describe the kind of cases we

have, the acquisition and indexing of our cases and how to
retrieve them manually. We conclude with the presentation
of a general method from CBR and resource-orientated
configuration for configuring automatically.

Cases are useful in the configuration of
telecooperation systems

World-wide there are millions of telecooperation systems
and a lot of them are documented, at least on paper
(Telekom 1994). We do not have to look very far, they are
part of our daily life. Almost every reader will have a
telephone at home. This is the simplest example of a
telecooperation system. It allows you to communicate with
other people by using the telephone service. Probably, you
will also have a PC with specific communication software
and a modem connected to the public network. Thus you
can also use fax-, ftp- or email-services. More sophisticated
examples are found in the fields of industry, government or
academia. There, all members of an institution cooperate
using several services supplied by the telecooperation
system of their institution, like the telephone service, the
file transfer service or the email service.
Simplified configuration of telecooperation systems means
to fulfill required functionalities by selecting components,
like a telephone, a personal computer or software,
arranging them in a layout and combining them via
networks. A first restriction is that the configured system
should work, other requirements involve costs, robustness,
extendibility, security, etc.
To answer the question why cases are useful in the
configuration of telecooperation systems we first regard a
clearly specified configuration problem. A private person
wants to use the telephone service and some information
services offered by the WWW. So a compatible
combination of telephone, PC, modem, software, and
network have to be selected. This is a daily configuration
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problem in the shops of the German Telecom AG, and it
would be more efficient and also an improvement to have a
standard configuration called "private person with PC"
which could be selected and adapted. So instead of
respecifiying and reconfiguring a simple routine task again
and again, cases can be used to avoid unnecessary from
scratch solving in a natural way.
But in practice, a clear specification in terms of a complete
and consistent set of requirements is rare. Often, the
customer prefers to select some components rather than
specifying her/his needs exactly. And instead of a single
concrete component, s/he may select a set of alternatives.
Because large systems consist of hundreds of components,
the selection of elemenatry components is not feasible.
Here, complex cases of earlier systems are good starting
points. Imagine a company which sells laser technique
products and wants to open branches at two new sites.
They need services like email, ftp, fax, T-Online, database
services, etc. Several of these services shall be realized on

. a host. The configuration problem becomes more difficult.
But again there are some prototypical telecooperation
systems which would fit these demands. Nowadays,
customer consultants of Deutsche Telekom AG configure
large telecooperation systems for companies by using
available plans of other, similar telecooperation systems
and adapting them to the customer’s demands. So a case-
based configuration system could assist them with this
work.
Another important aspect is the extension of existing
telecooperation systems. So for example if you have
already a telephone at home and now you want a fax
machine. Rather than respecifying the whole configuration
problem, you would expect to add a fax machine to your
existing telecooperation system and perhaps to exchange
the telephone connection in the wall. Indeed this is case
adaption. We select a standard configuration and adapt it to
the new requirements.
To configure telecooperation system from scratch you need
heuristics to guide the configurator during the search. But
the acquisition of good heuristics is nearly impossible. On
the other hand cases can be seen as heuristics and they are
easy to acquire.
In short cases avoid from-scratch solving where it is
unnecessary. Using cases is natural in this domain and
cases are easy acquirable heuristics. Further they are a
good starting point for the specification and configuration
of large systems. And last the extension of an existing
telecooperation system is case adaption.

A starting point for CBR: Manual case
retrieval

Given the observation that cases are useful for the
configuration of telecooperation systems, we extend our
given from-scratch solver (Erode et al. 1996) (a resource-
oriented configurator) with the facility to reason with
cases. CBR requires a formal representation of the cases,
and the automatic reuse of cases requires adaptation

knowledge. Given a from-scratch configurator, cases can
formally be defined as configurations as produced by the
configurator or, anticipating an interactive system, as
intermediate states of the configurator. Moreover,
adaptation need not be done heuristically, the configurator
itself should be applied.
To realize this baseline, we follow a pragmatic approach.
First enabling manual case retrieval and reuse (rest of this
chapter) and second an amalgamation of CBR and
resource-oriented configuration for automatic configuration
(see next chapter).

What are the cases?
The size of cases is a crucial point in the design of a case-
based reasoner (Voss 1996a), (Voss 1996b). In general, 
cases retrieved should be easy to reuse. Large and easy to
reuse cases would be fine. But they would lead to a
combinatory explosion of the case base. Therefore we have
not only previously configured telecooperation systems as
cases, but in addition we have smaller cases that cover only
a part of a telecooperation system. Good candidates for the
parts are the topological components, like individual
branch offices, individual work places, computer systems
and pbx. These cases could be further decomposed into the
horizontal layers defined by our domain model. For manual
retrieval, we only offer topologically dissected cases
because they are more intuitive to the user.

Case acquisition and indexing
Cases need to be acquired. This involves two steps. A
representative set of meaningful configurations must be
elicited and it must be formalized. For developing the
configurator, we were given a set of fairly different cases.
It was elicited by a software company and will be extended
further. The cases shall characterize the kinds of problems
to be solved and later be used for validation. This was an
ideal starting point for our case base. By configuring these
cases with our tool we obtain their formal representations.
We have examples for lawers, midwives, tax adviser
offices, travel agencies, insurance agencies, engineering
offices, software companies, medical practices,
construction companies, etc. Additional cases can easily
be acquired when the configurator is being used:
interesting examples configured from scratch can be
retained as new cases.
For fast access, cases must be indexed suitably. A good
index will depend on context, on who will use the cases for
which purpose. For automatic CBR, configurations can be
characterized in terms of their components and by the
resources they offer and need, and thus implicitly by their
horizontal and topological structure. This information can
be extracted automatically from the cases. For manual
retrieval, other aspects become relevant: profession,
number of employees, a graphical presentation of the
configuration, a short verbal characteristic of the system,
telecommunication networks used, spatial distribution,
number of offices, number and kind of network accesses,
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computer networks used, private branch exchanges (pbx),
used computer architecture (client-server .... ), security,
robustness, reliability, extensibility, etc. Most of these
characteristics of a case cannot be elicited automatically
from the configurations. They must be given by the user.
Providing this information is optional.

Using tables to select cases manually

Among the multiple characteristics of a case not all will be
relevant for a particular query. Especially for manual
retrieval, users must be able to select and change their
criteria easily. Therefore, we need a flexible retrieval
mechanism. For this purpose we apply the selection
support of our configurator.
For the selection of components our configurator uses a
dynamic table mechanism to specify the customer’s
demands (Spenke et al. 1996). The rows are for features
and the columns for components~ Features can be
composite so that rows can be unfolded (to subfeatures) 

folded (to composite ones). The columns and rows
displayed are automatically adapted. Components
disappear when they do not satisfy the selected features,
and they reappear otherwise. Vice versa, selecting
components may change the features displayed, dropping
all non-discriminating ones. For example, for components
there are features like color, price, or offered functionality.
If the customer wants a red telephone s/he restricts the
feature "color" to "red" and the feature "offered
functionality" to "telephone service". Then several

components (represented as columns of a table) will 
deleted. The result is a table with only red telephone
providers.
We reuse this table mechanism to select cases, complete
telecooperation systems, infrastructures, working places
etc. There is a row for each case characteristic (we have
composite characteristics, too) and there is a column for
every case. Since only relevant cases and features are
displayed, the table mechanism provides a comparative
survey at a glance. For example in the left hand side of
figure 1 we see thirteen different telecooperation systems at
a glance, who differ at 60 attributes.
To select all systems, who uses an email-service we just
have to restrict the feature functionality (in german
"Funktionalit~tten") to "Email". The result is a table with
three telecooperation systems left. This is displayed in the
right of Figure 1.
When a new problem has been solved from-scratch, the
resulting configuration can be added to the cases and be
displayed in the table. The user can easily supply any
missing characteristics by editing empty fields.
A manually retrieved case can be reused manually be
selecting parts and copying and pasting them to the
configuration at hand. For automatic reuse we need the
knowledge why components were selected and combined
in this particular way. This is exactly the knowledge
provided by their resource needs and offers. Therefore we
apply our from-scratch configurator for adaptation.

Figure 1. Reusing Focus for case selection by restricting features
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Integration of CBR in the configuration
process

The question is how we can combine our configurator with
automatic retrieval and adaptation of the cases elicited for
manual selection.
One possibility is the use of a blackboard architecture
(Engelmore & Morgan 1988) consisting of the two basic
components: the knowledge sources and the blackboard
data structure. Often additional control modules are
defined to monitor the changes on the blackboard and to
decide which action to take next. In our case the

knowledge sources would be the resource-orientated
configurator and the case-based reasoner. Additional effort
to define the blackboard data structure and the control
modules would be needed.
Instead of such a loose coupling we propose a new
approach which exploits on an inherent similarity between
the two methods. The result is a simple, amalgamated and
new method for configuration.
This method and one idea to adapt cases are described in
the rest of this paper. We will not introduce resource-
oriented configuration (ROC) and CBR. The reader 
referred to the literature (Heinrich&Jtingst 1991), (Kleine-
Brining&Stein 1994), (Kolodner 1993).

ROC CBR
Input: Input:

a list of balance sheets, open current situation
resource offers and requests

Procedure: Procedure:
while there is an open request 1. Case Retrieval:

do: a) describe (index) situation:
1. a) choose a resource b) search for cases with
requirement to be balanced next; matching index;
b) search all components that c) select best case;
could balance the resource 2.Case adaption
requirement;
c) choose the best among them;
2. include the component and
balance all its resource offers
and requirements;
enddo O~tput:

Outout: the solution
the solution

Table 1. ROC and CBR juxtaposed

Components as cases?

To motivate our new method, we start with a comparison
of ROC and CBR as juxtaposed in table 1 and try to
interpret ROC as CBR. That means we must assume
components are a very simple kind of cases. Then choosing
the next resource requirement can be viewed as a
description (index) of the current situation, which is the
resource requirement. The next step "search all components
that could balance the resource requirement" corresponds
to the retrieval of all cases with a matching index. Among
them, we have to choose the best case. This is our best
component.
So we see that ROC steps 1 a) and b) are a simple form 
case retrieval. ROC step 2 is indeed the adaption step. By
including the selected component and balancing its
resources we are fitting it into the current situation. This
ends in a new situation. The enclosing loop in ROC is just
an iteration of CBR.
Interpreting ROC as CBR does not help much, since we
already have the configurator but not the case-based

reasoner. If, vice versa, we could interpret CBR as ROC
we could use our configurator for case-based reasoning. To
do this we have to interpret cases as components.

Cases as components?

To interpret cases as components, we use a simple kind of
abstraction which is described now. As we showed before
our cases contain complete configurations or their
topological substructures. Each of them satisfies some
external resource requirements, and all except for the
complete configurations, have some resource demands to
be satisfied externally. That means, we can describe the
cases by their external resource balances. This is a key
observation, because all ROC knows about its components
is their (external) resource balance. To ROC it makes 
difference whether a computer, say, is in reality a complex
configuration of hard- and software. Therefore we can
interpret our cases as (composite) components. More
generally, any partial configuration can be described by its
external resource demands and offers. Therefore, we are
not restricted to topologically defined cases. Figure 2
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shows how a case is turned into a complex component. Rectangles correspond to components, circles to resource
offers or needs.

Figure 2. A case as a omplex composite component

Amalgamated case-based resource-oriented
configuration
We now present CBROC, our amalgamated method for
case-based resource-oriented configuration.

precision of retrieval. In principle, we could take any of the
case characteristics introduced for manual retrieval,
provided it can be generated automatically. Interpreting
component as a composite component (i.e. a case) or 
elementary component, enables us to retrieve both of them.
And at least two approaches to adaptation are visible.

CBROC
Input:
current situation
Procedure:
while( there is an open balance sheet) 
{

1. a) describe (index) current situation 
b) search all components with 
matching index
c) select the best among them
2. adapt this component

}
Output:

the solution

If we replace each occurrence of "component" by "case",
we obtain iterated CBR. If we specialize "component" to
"elementary component", "describe current situation" to
"select an open resource requirement", "matching" to
"satisfying resource requirement", "adapt’.’ to "add
component and balance it", we obtain ROC. But we
deliberately used the terminology from CBR. It gives us
the chance to think about other interpretations, which may
be less restrictive. Here are some.
There may be better ways to characterize the current
situation than through a single open resource requirement.
We could take several or all open resource demands, we
could even take the resource offers and thus increase the

Approaches to adaptation
The easiest way of doing adaption is to treat cases as
(composite) components. So we just have to balance their
open resource demands and offers as it is done in the
ordinary ROC. But this approach may not be optimal. The
case may offer more resources than are needed, and then it
may well contain unnecessary components. ROC will not
recognize them because ROC builds monotonically
increasing configurations. A special optimization step
would be needed. Better, we could avoid the addition of
redundant components.
In order to detect these redundancies ROC must configure
a solution from scratch. So we can not use a case as a
prefabricated part. But we can use cases to reduce the
search space or more precisely we can use cases to guide in
the ROC selecting its candidates. Therefore, we do not add
the components of the case directly to the current situation
but into a library of preferred components. This library was
originally introduced in order to prefer components
selected by the user to those in the components library.
Now we interpret the case as a recommendation.
Adaptation will consist of reconfiguring the recommended
components according to the needs of the current situation.
It stops when no more resource requests can be fulfilled by
the recommended components or when all of them have
been integrated. Since a preferred component will be
included only if it satisfies an open demand, there will be
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no redundant components and a subsequent optimization
step can be avoided.
When a resource need cannot be satisfied by a preferred
component, there are two possibilities. We can first satisfy
another need or we can retrieve a non-preferred
component. The first alternative means that adaptation will
be finished before non-adaptive configuration is continued,
the second alternative allows interleaving adaptation with
non-adaptive configuration. In particular the adaptation of
several cases can be interleaved.
Our first approach for case adaptation is just plain copying
and pasting. There is no real adaptation, just integration by
balancing. The second approach could be compared to
adaptation by replay where the way a solution was found is
replayed (Haig&Veloso 1995). But indeed it is just 
recommendation for the configuration process. Even
though it is so simple, it has the potential to fit cases nearly
perfectly into the actual situation and also to interleave
cases.

Conclusions

In this paper we motivated the use of CBR for
configuration problem solving. As a consequence our
from-scratch solver was extended to reason with cases.
Enabling manual case retrieval was possible by reusing our
existing user interface. Furthermore we showed that CBR
and ROC can be seen as instances of a single, more general
method. This was the key observation to amalgamate them.
For this new amalgameted approach several adaption
mechanism are thinkable. One idea is to consider a case as
a set of recommended components for configuration.
Taken as such, cases of different size and quality can be
reused and their adaption be interleaved with each other
and with normal configuration.
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